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ticularly in the last. But this war demands it in a higher degree than ever before-partly
because it .is a highly mechanized war and weapons are required in such large masses and
consumed at such speed. The quickest possible method of turning them out must be devised. Britain, for instance, had found that she could speed her work by building factories
in the United States where there. were facilities for making certain· machines or weapons
more guickly than in Britain. Also she regrouped her own factories, closing some, "concentrating" them with others, and cutting out "non-essential" production altogether.
When the United States came into the war it was possible to "pool" the British, the
Dominions and the United States production, allocating to each country production of
whatever could best be made in that country. This system had already been carried out
before the United States came into the war, between Britain and the Dominions. The
important point was that all this production was required for one common purpose, to
fight the enemy; it was not necessarily intended solely for the country which produced
it, but for a pool of weapons for the use of whoever needed them.

ANOTHER COGENT REASON FOR THE POOL was that the fronts were so
widely scattered. Speed and transportation were essential. Troops must be placed wherever they could best be dispatched to a fighting front and the front must be able to draw
quickly on reserves of men and supplies. So reserves of men and supplies had to be
placed all over the world and shipping of the United Nations pooled to carry them.
Whatever country could supply what was needed at any particular point most
quickly and in sufficient quantities, was called on to supply that need. Britain, for instance, formed an admirable base for Allied .troops. It was obvious, therefore, that her
territory should be used in this way, however much this would strain her resources or dislocate her internal communications. In supplying a base, she had, of course, also to supply as much as possible of the materials which were required at the base. So she supplied food and housing, gave storage for material, provided transport and also provided
training in many cases. All this was simply part of her contribution to the pool of common war effort.

WHEN SHIPS WERE NEEDED to transport troops, or when dock repairs were needed
for ships, the Allied Nations used whatever ships were available and whatever docks were
nearest; they did not count out their contribution and allocate their own ships for their
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own troops. Here. again Britain was able to contribute by carrying American troops
across the Atlantic in her own ships and giving dock service to the Allies all over the
world. If. British shipping had not been cast into the Common Pool, the planes and armaments for Russia could not have been carried so swiftly to her, either across the Arctic
Ocean or up the Persian Gulf.

THE COMMON POOL, or system of Mutual Aid, is in fact simply the means that
the Allies have devised for getting the war won as quickly as possible. It represents ih
international terms what Britain's national effort represented when she stood alone .. Thert,
each citizen had cast all into the national pool for the war effort- his labor, time, money,
produce-the Government telling him where each of these was most needed, and how
much was needed. Now there are international organizations set up by the United
Nations to study what and how much is needed for the common war, and each country
is called upon to give what it can.
NATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE COMMON POOL VARY very con·
siderably, and this makes any accot.mting of them in money form almost impossible.
Russia, for instance, has contributed an enormous army; her military casualties alone
are estimated at five million. It is possible perhaps to balance the cost of a thdusand
planes sent by one country against a thousand tanks sent in exchange by anothet. But
Russia, although she is receiving tanks and planes from Britain and the United States,
has not exchanged any weapons bf war for them: she has given five million lives in
fighting the Germans. How could this be reckoned in the Mutu~l Aid accounts? China
has sent out very little to the United Nations in the way of war material; but she .has
held Japan at bay for seven years. That, too, cannot appear on a balance sheet.
Then there are all kinds of contributions of which very little is heard, which cannot
be rendered in figures, and which ate known chiefly by the fighting men themselves.
British airmen, for instance, who had had years of experience in flying over enemy ter·
ritory, have helped to train Americans in Britain. Everything they have learned- -much
of it at the cost of a comrade's life- is passed on to their Allies from the United States.
On the other hand, thousands of the young British recruits have b~en trained in all their
basic flying knowledge in the United States by veterans; here they live in Americah barracks, use American machines, and are the grateful recipients of a great deal of American
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who .stood on the cliffs above the channel, awaiting invasion, would not have been able
the United States and in Britain and exchanged, Britain would, on paper,
to put a price on the American rifle which replaced the pitchfork he had been carrying
sum to the United States than the United States would owe Britain, becau
as his only weapon. Again, the very news of Lend-Lease inspired and fortified the British
making the article would be higher in the United States. So, many of the
people through a dark spring and summer, though, in fact, the goods themselves did not
Britain Is giving the United States now are calculated at a lower price t
arrive a great many months. Here, the mere hope of their arrival enhanced the value
carry if the United States were undertaking such services for themselves;
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T H E C O M M O N P O O L , reflects behind the lines what is put
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general war effort. There is only one war, whether it is fought
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Whatever

the best available

from ever their nationality, and the men are equipped with the best Weapons
used
to makes
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the So in the Mediterranean an American general, Eisenhowe
ever
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in Italy,of in
Russia,Americans,
in the
British,
and French, was put in command of a mixed force w
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is fighting the enemy is fighting not
only for British,
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Americans,
Canadians, Indians, South .Africans, New Zealanders
but for each of the United Nations. Alexander's delaying campaign in Burma
i n There
1942 was no reckoning here of the numbers of men each nation c
Poles.
kept the Japanese from joining hands with their European Allies while the isarmies
of theto conceive that one nation should hold back a division
impossible
British

Commonwealth kept the Germans at bay in Egypt. Tanks sent to Russia
helpedin the field than itself, or that the lives given should be
had fewer
to reinforce the defense of Stalingrad and so enabled the M i d d l e Eastern between
campaign nations.
to be
brought to a successful end. Bombers from America and Britain, flown by Americans,
Never have so many men, from so many widely-differing nations, nurtu
Canadians and British, put out of action munition works turning out arms for the Gervarious national traditions, combined so completely to effect a common
man carnpaign in Russia. British factories producing uniforms and equipment for Poles,
such a mighty machine been set in motion. The mo.st preci.se operations
Czechs, Dutch and Free French soldiers who escaped empty-handed to Britain, have put
ried out, the heaviest sacrifices have been borne—not alone by men of o
men of irreplaceable fighting qualities into the field who otherwise would have been powother, but by all, working together as part of one common plan.
erless to fight.

Unless the Common Pool had been set up to receive and allocate the r
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the nations, these men of the United Nations' armies could not be fighti
W A R fought separately by each nation against another. It
effectiveness and confidence. Some, whose governments were not able to
material and equipment, would not be alile to enter the

fight

the combined effort be greatly weakened, but the

of the
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gives all it has

and

receives whatever

burden

at

all a

fighting

riches were the greatest. As

it needs in order to carry out

and each nation, knowing that it fights side by side with its brother n
cause and for the same beliefs, is pouring out its manhood, its wealth,
duction

into the

C o m m o n Pool.

It

gives these things for the

salvation

that no cost is too high to bring peace to the world and freedom to the
cause, Britain, like her Allies, considers no sacrifice too great.
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name light,
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